Blasting technology website

Available in German, English, Polish, French and Russian, the recently unveiled responsive website from AGTOS provides visitors different opportunities to find the correct solution to their needs. In the 'Branch-related solutions' section, the menu offers the possibility to find solutions that have been implemented in certain industries, or the visitor can search for solutions for certain workpieces and the recommended treatment. Another approach is offered to the prospective customer who already knows exactly which type of shot blast machine is needed. In the 'Shot blast machines' section, all types are shown and described.

www.agtos.com

Economic blasting technology for perfect surfaces

AGTOS rubber belt tumble blast machine for the treatment of mass production parts.

Greater importance is consistently attached to a product's surface finish, where economic concepts are needed for blasting and in many cases, for subsequent preservation. This September, AGTOS will present its wheel blasting technology at the IMTS Exhibition in Chicago (Stand No E-5862) as part of a joint German pavilion. The company’s latest shotblast machines are precisely designed and manufactured at its Emsdetten plant in Germany. This type of machine is used for the cleaning, roughening, shot peening or finishing of surfaces. Moreover, AGTOS deals in refurbished blast machines that deliver in perfect condition and can be tailored according to the customer's requirements. An extensive service programme completes the business activities. In the USA, AGTOS is represented by Bradley, Illinois-based Peddinghaus.
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